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art they spontaneously read or look at and enjoy. Discussing
their preferences with them individually or in groups reveals
their reasons for liking certain poems and pictures and dis-
liking others.
Instruments for Studying Emotional Adjustment. — Pre-
dominating use has been made of paper and pencil tests
which, at best, measure emotional reactions indirectly
through the pupil's answers to symptomatic questions.
Mathews,2 Johnson,3 and Cady 4 have prepared for use with
school children revisions of the original Woodworth ques-
tionnaire of emotional instability.
Rogers 5 used a more indirect type of question. Instead
of asking a child, "Do you sometimes feel inferior?", Rogers
attempted to obtain this information indirectly by a ques-
tion such as, "If you could have three of the wishes below
which ones would you choose?" He scored the expressed
desire to be bigger, stronger, better-looking as indicating a
feeling of inferiority. Whether the child really felt inferior
would require a far more intensive study.
Watson6 recommended Mailer's Character Sketches,
which contain statements descriptive of habits, self-control,
social adjustment, personal adjustment, symptoms of mental
disorder, and readiness to confide, as "probably the best
available tool for self-description by pupils of junior high-
school level." These and similar attempts to study emo-
tional reactions and adjustment are inadequate. < They mfcy
be misleading or harmful if used without skill and psycho-
logical insight.
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